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Tonight at the International
Student Center,
Stadium Unit 4.
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A Choice, Not An Echo

Todd Opens Series,

.
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AN EDITORIAL

Lectures On Cities

A

.

"A choice, not an echo was the battle cry of Kepublican
delegates at their political convention last July. They craved
a man for the nomination who would give the American people
a real alternative to the Democratic administration in Washington.
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Mr. George Todd, schooled
in the problems of city life
in such areas as Harlem, Tai
wan and Gary, Ind., will dis- -

-- 4

i
cuss toe
problems of Christianity

What these same delegates wanted was Barry Goldwater;
and what the American voters now have is, in our view, absolutely no choice.
The "Voice" makes this statement to tell its readers
exactly where it stands on the current political issue and
the individuals involved. This newspaper is
but certainly not unpatriotic or uninterested. We think it
symbolizes "student' idealism in a changing generation
and eagerly encourage those men of both parties who
have realistic principles and fight for them. Senator Gold-wat- er
is not such a man.
non-partisa-

n,

The sad fact is that Barry Goldwater is a reactionary.
It is no coincidence that he voted against bills introduced to
implement every one of the 25 basic planks of the 1960 Republican platform, on which Richard Nixon ran. It is no
coincidence that Goldwater voted against the Civil Rights Bill,
or. Tax Cut Bill, or Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. For, when
speaking before Wisconsin Republicans concerning Joe McCarthy, the Arizona senator revealed his true spirit. Said he,
" . . . I know you will join me in thanking God that, while
Joe lived, he made a contribution to his countrymen that will
forever resound to the credit of the people of Wisconsin and
to your Republican organization." Barry Goldwater's contribution is similar, but McCarthy was censured by Congress
for his.
This man is a bundle of contradictions. In reference to
the UN he stated (May 12, 1963), " . . . Frankly, I think the
fact that it's proved unworkable is grounds enough for us to
mi it wastiner monev on it." Yet one vear later he stated, "I've
never advocated withdrawing from the United Nations; in
fact I've given more support to the United Nations that some
of my critics.

Bdrry Goldwater constantly harps on constitutionalunfortunately, not enough Americans
ism. He cries

!i

"...

today realize the wisdom and foresight that went in the

framing of the Constitution." Consequently, he says,
"We have no right to tell the Southern states what they
must do about school integration and segregation." But
out of the other side of his mouth, he rejects one of the
Constitution's most basic and obvious tenets by saying
"I do not think any decision of the Supreme Court is necessarily the law of the land

..."

This presidential campaign has been fought on an
abysmally low level. Part of the reason is that all indicators
point to a spectacular victory for President Johnson, leading
to apathy and a refusal to debate the real issues. Yet if one
man stood to gain from just such a discussion, it would be
Goldwater. He has refused to accept the challenge.
Speaking in Phoenix recently, Goldwater set the tone for
his campaign by informing aides that, as the New York Times
reported, "the gut issue of the campaign is to be President
Johnson's integrity. In Mr. Goldwater's view this issue can
be graphically stated: Would you buy a used car from Lyn-

AN ABANDONED THEATRE forms Saroyan's "cave" in the Parents' Day Play "The Cave
Dwellers." Sally Patton, Gay Flory, Ross Morgan and Tim Weckesser will move from the
stage into the audience in this unusual drama to be presented on October 29, 30 and 31.

Deans Announce Policy Changes:
No Open Dorms, New Scheduling
by Barb Boyce
This week the Deans announced changes in the Open Dorm policy and a new scheduling system
to avoid conflicts on the calendars.
A new form to aid organizations requesting dates on the official College Calendar has been pre-th- e
Calendar Coordination Com- pared, according to F. W. Cropp, Associate Dean and Chairman of

form which
mittee. The two-pathe dates
on
information
for
asks
requested, the times, type of
events, the places requested and
the name and address of the person in charge of the event is to
be submitted two weeks before the
event.
The Office of the Associate Dean
will assume the responsibility of
reserving the space requested and
will return a copy of the request
to the person in charge of the ar
rangements as soon as it is approved. The reason that it is necessary to coordinate the calendar
more closely is to avoid conflicts
on the calendar and to distribute
interest
events of campus-wid- e
throughout the academic year.
It is also hoped that a form
such as this will make it easier
for a student organization or a
faculty or departmental group to
request a number of events at one
time without having to contact
several different offices or dormitories to reserve space.
Copies of the forms have been
distributed to leaders of student
organizations and to academic departments.
Privacy is a problem on campus, but open dorms offer no
appropriate solution to the problem," said Mrs. Reed, Dean of
Women, in a recent interview explaining the new ruling on open
dormitories. The new policy states
rt

that open houses will be allowed to visit and often stay for the
this year but there will be no open whole evening. This has led to
dormitories for women.
"unfortunate incidents" in many
Mrs. Reed clarities the policy instances. Many girls are not inby saying that in open houses terested in participating in the
I'
open dorm but cannot sleep or
study because all doors must be
open and so have to leave the
'PRINCE OF PLAYERS'
dorm.
The Faculty Film Committee
Dean Reed reminds Wooster
and the College Lecture Committee will present Richard women that the number of open
houses as alternatives to open
Burton's film 'Prince of Players' in Scott at 7:30 and 9:30 dorms depends on the wishes of
the women m the dormitory. She
tonight.
also reminds Wooster coeds that
Compton recreation room is open
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
informal
visits
for
in
guests come
Mr. George Todd
and tour the dorm mostly to let nights; Babcock and Wagner recfriends see where you live. In con- reation rooms are open Friday and the Presbyterian church in Formosa in helping urbanize the
trast, in open dorms, guests come Saturday nights.
church to facilitate its transition
from rural to city congregations.
Before Taiwan he was on die staff
To
of the East Harlem Protestant
parish and for the last six of those
the
applied
Mississippi pattern as
Reporting from India, Rich
Barnett, a 1964 graduate, recently to the United States as a whole years was pastor of the Presbytersent two news articles on American and the rest of the world as well, ian Church of the Ascension, part
racial problems appearing in In- the valiant battles of the Negro of the parish. At this time he was
Freedom Movement have merged chairman of the East Harlem
dian papers to the Wooster-in-Indi- a
with
the struggle of every people Council of community planning.
committee. Accompanied by
in his school years he had firstlarge pictures of white police beat for peace and freedom.''
hand
experience with metropolitan
these articles
ing up Negroes,
industry
in working in a steel mill
were taken from the Communist
while
going
to night school. He
Blitz.
newspaper,
then
three
spent
years in the army
Summing up racial violence in WCW
and returned to work in a steel
the United States in recent months,
mill, getting his BA. from Deni-so- n
Blitz relates the New York City
Eighth Year
in 1948 and his B.D. frnm
July riots as follows : "Hundreds
Yale Divinity in 1951.
m
police fire thouby Jim Boswell
of
this experience has made him
sands of rounds oi ammunition in
notable in such concerns as racial
WCW, the radio voice of the
I
Harlem and attack Negroes proand cultural integration and com- College of Wooster, begins opera
testing the murder of a
police tion this Sunday, Oct. 18. This
boy by a trigger-happINDIAN VISITOR
man.
marks the eighth year in which
The Danforth Foundation
Several of the honor societies
WCW has broadcast over the fa
will sponsor the visit to this
Mississippi Justice
have announced new members for
cilities of WWST-FM-.
This year campus of N. T. Madhavan
Referring to the Mississippi vio
this year. Included are the followWCW hopes to attain its goal of Nambiar, principal of
lence,
Blitz reports:
ing:
College, Callicut,
"Mississippi s way of life rep- quality educational broadcasting
Phi Sigma Iota, French honor
this month.
India,
of the coun under the guiding hands of station
society: Patricia Showalter, Eliza- resents the coalition
Mr. Nambiar will spend
methods manager Bob Johnson, and advisor
fascist
vicious
try's
most
beth Crabtree, Margaret Huelsen-bec10 days, from October 22 to
David Rhody, Ruth Reuben, of oppressing and exploiting the Miss Marguerite Fleming. Miss Nov. 1 visiting classes and
Negro population through unrea
small meetings here in his
Judith Black, David Wilken,
bru- Fleming is guest lecturer at the
Spaulding and Betsy Byers. stricted violence and sadistic
program of studying higher
tality, and the deadly virus of College of Wooster and former proeducation in the United States.
Phi Alpha Theta, history honor- racism and bigotry left over from gram director of educational staHe will make no major lecary: Alexandra Keith, Tim Tilton, the system of Negro slavery and tion KSLH
St. Louis.
in
ture.
Brand,
Margaret Michael, David
wars of extermination against the
Visiting as a part of the
David Twining, Bob Sanderson, Indian. In every sense of the word,
WCW broadcasts Sunday
Danforth
Indian Fellow ProVoight,
Babos,
Maryanne
Eniko
Mississippi is a police state, and through Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. gram, Mr.
Nambiar has listed
Chuck Dominick, Anne Whitacre, the police
are white racists."
consists of serious his concerns
fare
Its
of
bill
as management
Linda Hager, Jim Evans and Sara
news
shows
and
music
campus
operations,
teachlanguage
Allen.
Goldwater
ing,
academic and cultural
shows produced in its Taylor Hall
Eta Sigma Phi, Latin and Greek
Blitz describes Barry Goldwater
honorary, associate members: as a man backed by a coalition of studios, and programs produced life in residence halls, and
David Arndt, Emily Albu, Nancy the country's major racist', and by Wayne State University, the voluntary student organizations.
Mossbarger, Sherry Kintner, Cyn- fascist crrniirnnprsV whose election Canadian Broadcasting CorporaI
O
CorD'
the
Broadcasting
British
tion,
Mrs.
and
Kerr
Marcella
thia Perry,
will mean that "both the Negro s
poration and United Nations Ra munity organization in high-ris- e
Stephanie Guthrie.
gains and the possibility of conDelta Phi Alpha, German honor tinuing to fight for equality will dio. This Thursday night at 7:30 housing developments.
In addition to his lectures, Mr.
WCW presents an interview with
ary: Elaine Anderson, Rosemary be wiped out.
Tood
will speak to religion maDave Brubeck conducted by Jim
Cadigan, Susan David, Jim Evans,
engineers. Dro- - jors Sunday afternoon in Andrews
One article ends with the fol- Rnswpll. -At WCW
Gail Hoover, Nancy Lukens, Carl
D
"
appeal,
lowing
personnel
and
"Because gram
program ideas and will be available on Monday
emotional
LoPresti, Margaret Mack and
for personal appointments.
Goldwaterism is the expression of are always welcome.
Margaret Michael.
"

Barnett Sends 'Blitz' Reaction
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lonoraries Invite

don?"
Unfortunately for the Senator, this is not the issue
at stake on Election Day. Rational nuclearism, social
progress and continued prosperity are more apt to concern the voter than extreme attention to personalities.
Neither candidate thus far has generated a personality
cult large enough to insure victory, and this situation will
not change before Nov. 3.
We have looked at the records and decided to endorse
President Lyndon B. Johnson for election to a full term.
Although there are elements within his personal background
which do not totally appeal to us, the plain fact is that in
the almost 11 months since President Kennedy's assassination,
Lvndon Johnson has shown the American people that he re
cognizes the awesome responsibilities placed upon him. The
President has instituted and furthered many progressive programs and used his remarkable political skills to help pass
such acts as the Civil Rights, Tax Cut and Mass Urban Transit

Bills.
;

umm

in the Urban Society, as the first
speaker in the SCA Lecture Series.
Mr. lodd, whose official position
is the Director of the Urban
Church of the Board of National
Missions of the United Presbyter- lan L,hurch, wiit begin bunday
morning in Westminster Church
with the sermon "The Divine Ur
banization Process: God's Gift, the
City." In Chapel Monday morniner
his topic will be "The Search for
rurpose and Identity in a Metropolitan Community" and in the
afternoon at 4:15 in the Library
lecture room he will lecture on
"New Shapes of the Church in
Urban Culture."
Prior to assuming his present
position in 1963, Mr. Todd spent
four years in Taipei, Taiwan
working for the Ecumenical missions and relations. Here he aided

Our choice Nov. 3 is between progress towards
sane solutions to America's complex problems ora regres- sion through easy answers to a great demise, wooster
a resound- students have an ideal opportunity to register
mm
ina "Yes" to the former in the campus election to be held
Election Dav. The "Voice" urges every student to vote
for Lyndon B. Johnson at that time. Once again Woos
ter must register a resounding approval for
progressivism.
.
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Total Commitment

Sadie

Guest Editorial by Anna Welsh

On the night of Sunday, Oct. 4, a planted bomb almost
completely demolished the building which served as COFO
headquarters in Vicksburg, Miss., and contained an- office,
library and Freedom School. Although according to COFO
the position of the bomb left no doubt that it was intended
"expressly for the purpose of killing everyone in the house,"
there were no serious injuries among the 14 people COFO
workers and a number of young children who were in the
building at the time of the explosion. Hurricane Hilda, which
hit Vicksburg immediately afterwards, ruined whatever the

gut-wrenchi- ng

K

J

I tT)

I

Pl

bomb had missed.

A PROPS SCHOOL

BfORE,

Rocky Rouses the Right
by Ron Wirick

d

The Wooster chapter of the NAACP and other concerned
individuals on the campus are working to aid Bryan and
COFO in replacing what was lost and in extending their efforts in Vicksburg. There are information sheets circulating
on campus describing the details of the bombing and the immediate needs of COFO for the continuation of the freedom
movement in Vicksburg. Boxes are being placed in the dormitories and the library for the collection of desperately
needed books and money.

At the request of the SFRC
the Registrar will include the
final exam schedule for May
1965 in its publication of the
schedule for spring semester

play along there simply must be
minutes of exhaustive research
have brought me to the conclusion that Sadie Hawkins Day has
just as valid an historical back
ground as Thanksgiving,
Week, or Rosh
Hashonnah.
Try-An-other-Flavor-J-

a reason. Friends, there is. Two

ello

It all began one evening when
a coed at a small, liberal arts,
church-orientemidwestern college which your friends probably
never heard of, realized that something was fade, fade, fading away.
It was her social life. Ergo, she
valiantly ratted her hair, slipped
into her backless, frontless discotheque dress, put on her long,
dangly earrings, her "My Sin"
dusting powder, her kiss-prorum-colflavored lipstick, her run-prostockings, her
mouthwash, her toeless, sideless
shoes, and skippity-hoppe- d
over to
the Lib.
of

a

of

96-pro- of

As Myrna Glopswitch (as we
shall call her. But she could be
anybody. She could even be your

roommate)

made beautiful music together. To
get back to our story
"Helmut," she whispered seductively, perching herself on the ra
diator and ruffling his long curly
hair through her fingers, Hows
the old IS coming?"
Helmut stared unblinking at
page 532V& of the Summa and spit
through his teeth
my train

...

d,

When Walter Rockenstein wrote his Sept. 18 column
Many of us know Bryan; all of us have been exposed
or the Voice, he probably expected little more than campus
to reports of what he and his fellow workers have been atreaction to his critical analysis of Barry Goldwater's foreign
tempting and accomplishing. And this time the reality of
policy positions. Rocky did not suspect that his "moderation
the world at large and our greater responsibility have sudin the pursuit of justice" would
denly and violently infringed on our cloistered existence. claim the attention of such author!- - CLEANER UNITED STATES."
As the days passed, the mission
We at Wooster can no longer take refuge in the aloof oblivion ative organizations as Fundamen
zeal of "our fellow citizens"
complacency of aca- tal Freedoms, Inc.; Americans for ary
of an ivory tower or the
National Security, American Cap- increased. Whole newspapers were
deme. We can no longer escape the necessity of total com- sule News ("The All American enclosed, and revelation followed
revelation. In one of these master- mitment towards doing something effective about the ideals
Lommon
pieces ot journalism,
in which we ostensibly believe.
JUNE EXAMS
Sense, the lead article is entitled,
self-satisfie-

fl Lady

by Alex Keith
Why is it that once (at least) a year the girls have to go through
the
experience called Sadie Hawkins Day? When a
girl asks a member of the opposite sex to don a ridiculous outfit and

-

It was only another incident in the tragic and often
silent struggle which rages in the South except that this time
the Wooster community is deeply and personally involved.
Bryan Dunlap would hate been a senior here this year; he
chose instead to remain in Vicksburg this winter, working
with COFO on the Freedom Library for Negro citizens.

das

skibbled past Center

Desk, she skibbled right out of

her frontless, backless discotheque
dress.
"My stars and soda crackers,"

U.N. 'Red Super-State'.- "
What screeched Miss Biscuit the Librarfollows is the heretofore undis ian, dropping a card catalog (Sarajevo-Sclosed expose of the true goal of chwartz)
and violating the
of
mausoleum
of learnthat
quiet
the United Nations. "The (U.N.)
has one sole purpose, a 'Red world ing.

"Your-in-ter-up-tin-

g-

OF THOUGHT!!!"

"God knows I'm sorry," cried
Myrna, smiting her chest. "Helmut," she sniffed, "would you consider, would you
Just then Helmut looked up at
her for the first time.
"Gasp," he gasped, staring at
her left ear lobe. "Haven't you forgotten something?"
"What is it?" she clutched her
right ear lobe.
"It's 10:55 and you should be
in the dorm," he said.
"Oh, is that all." My ma yawned.
Helmut grabbed his shawl and
hat and Myrna's hand and dragged
her down to the front door. She
hung back, sniffling.
"Come on, come on," he said,
pointing to the door. "Don't you
want to go out?"
"Oh, Helmut, darling," cried
our heroine, throwing her arms
around Helmut, shawl and all. "I
thought you'd never ask me." She
left a trace of rum-col- a
flavored
lipstick on his cheek and raced
home.
"How'd it go tonight,
cried her roommate
from the shower. "Did Helmut ask

..."

designed to usher in
"Pardonnez-moi- ,
s'il vous plait."
. In suc
the reign of Anti-ChriMyrna,
pulling up her,
whispered
ceeding paragraphs Common
well, whatever she had to pull up.
Digest for All American People"), Sense gives the point by point
Now Myrna calmly and sedately
complete with
Common Sense ("America's News "plan for take-over-"
mounted the marble staircase. She
n
paper Against Communism ) , and testimony given by that
's
tippy-toeover to Helmut
the 20th Century Reformation expert Edward Hunter.
IS carrel. Religion ma- you out?"
Hour. Nevertheless, from these
Picture
A
Clear
"Well, yes, he sort of did," anHelmut
fixed his blurry blue
highly
jor
Dr. McCall, in his recent letter to the faculty appealing worthy groups have come
swered
Myrna dreamily. "But I
Reading materials such as these eyes on the Summa Theologica.
rational, intelligent, and persua.
for support of the Vicksburg project, wrote: "Bryan Dunlap . :
J
sive arguments repuaiaung has proved to be an educational Myrna gazed fondly at the side of can't go through something like
is one of us; the boundaries of the campus must include Rocky's statements. Pamphlet after experience seldom enjoyed within his head. She remembered the day that again. Next time I think I'll
flowed into the Voice the limited confines of Wooster. she had met Helm (or Mut as ask him first."
Mississippi. Bryan and other young people are literally pamphlet
;
.1
i
v 1 i
And so she did and Sadie Hawomce aunng me weeits
iouuwmg The incisive criticism given in the some of his section brothers called
risking their lives in the cause of values that we profess to he printing of On the Kocks. various enclosures presents a clear him. When they called him, that kins Day at Woo I mean, this
is) . It was in Chapel and the hymn college, was begun. If you don't
be at the heart of a liberal education." If we don't care, Unfortunately the relevancy of picture of America's ultra-righ- t
some of this literature was not al wing and the great service they began to play. She heard him sing- believe me just try wearing rum-col- a
who will?
flavored lipstick and youH
perform. Hail to the RED, WHITE ing the soprano part. Quickly she
ways immediately apparent.
what
it did to. Myrna.
see
They
bass.
usual
AND BLUE!
began to sing her
One enclosure, for example,
which was addressed to News-Fea- ure Editor Judy Black and labeled Scot's Forum
"Educational Material," apparently
had been pnnted during the Civil
The recent hiking of car permit fees from $4 to $10 Rights Bill debate. The upper left-has revealed to us some inconsistencies in the reasoning of hand corner of this 18" by 24"
poster depicts a large clenched fist
years comparable to that offered during this student generation
the administration. The twin yellow bumper stickers which holding a nightstick and pointing To the Editor:
I shall appreciate it if you let by the Young Democrats. 1 here-for- there can be no doubt that the
now designate "legal" cars account for $2 of the $10; the menacingly toward the center of
I joined the Young Repub- Young Democrats have done more.
columns,
he page where 1V2 boldface let- - me thank, through your
y
While this letter does sound a bit
other $8 goes to help pay $400 in yearly wages to each of
all the members of the Wooster licans to help bring the
ers proclaim, "S100 Billion Black
community who made last Friday system to our campus in reality. boastful the facts were felt necesfour campus policemen, who spend their time inspecting col- jackThe Civil Rights Bill."
the position misso pleasant a day for me. In view These reasons were discussed at a sary to clarify
Young Repubthe
in
represented
lege parking lots "to protect student parking places." This
of all the presents received, it was meeting of the Young Republican
A Parting Shot
lican newsletter. I appreciate your
also helps employ needy students, according to the Dean's
a thoroughly corrupting day, but Executive Committee last year
indulgence.
Funda
my
revoke
the
cites
below
when an attempt to
The text
Office. Yet we cannot believe that four students are required mental Freedom's interpretation of I enjoyed all of it. Everyone was membership was made. Ihe ReDemocratically yours,
generous beyond measure. And I
knew
Wooster
Club
my
of
Ac
Bill."
he
Omnibus
"Socialists'
publican
for these daily inspections. We feel that an unstated purpose
Joseph T. Berlant
have special gratitude for all the
would
Chm., College of Wooster
planning that went into every position in joining their organiof the $10 fee is to discourage students from owning cars, cordine to FF. "this bill
make the Attorney General a vir phase of the day and evening. I zation. They had no reason to disYoung Democratic Club
in accordance with the wishes of the Board of Trustees.
America's
manners
of
tual dictator
Chm., League of Young
think you know how glad I was tort that information.
and morals. It would grant . .
Democratic Clubs of Ohio
to have a reunion with President
Common Knowledge
Basically, the inconsistency is this: the new policv is to preferential advancement of min Dodds.
Speaker's Bureau
banks,
ReCTonal Director. Central- "toughen up" on car permits so that they are granted only orities in labor unions,
Second, it is common knowledge
With my thanks go my best
a
After
business.
parting
and
Northern Ohio College
have
that the Young Democrats
lor real necessity, yet the cost of permits penalizes car owners.
bill "constitutes the wishes.
the
that
shot
Division
long been active in many phases
Assuming that every car permitted on this campus is neces
I must now get back to work! of political action while the Young
greatest grasp for executive power
sary, there should be no need for a $5 distinction between conceived in the 20th century," FF
Title Number Four
Faithfully yours,
Republicans conducted no meet
g
students who are married or living at home and states that copies of this "ad" may
ings and sponsored no programs. To the Editor:
Howard Lowry
be obtained upon request.
I wish to tell the editor (or ediother students with legitimate reasons for driving cars.
As a result of the work done by
the Wooster Young Dems we were tors) of the Student Directory
In a letter received earlier,
awarded the "Outstanding College (there is one, still, isn't there?)
copies of which went to all Voice To the Editor:
Club award of the Young Demo- that his, her, or their lack of reeditors, The National Eagle of
In a letter to prospective mem cratic Clubs of America and were sponsibility shown by the slowness
Published weekly by the students of The College of Wooster during the Portland, Oregon, informs all "fel- bers of the Republican Club of
the subject of an article by the of organization and publication of
scnooi year, upuuons expressed in editorials and features are those of the low citizens" of another patriotic
made
College
statement
a
the
is
Information Agency. this traditional booklet is apalling.
students and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
campaign. This time instead of concerning my membership in the United States
The absence of an
The Young Dems have run the
Mn.bIer of..tne Associated Collegiate Press, Intercollegiate Press and the civil rights the subject is the MA- Young Republicans. Since this
is not only an incondirectory
nL.
Democratic
Ohio League of Young
Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second class matter in the JOR SCANDAL,
involving Dr.
me
both
and
slanders
statement
venience to each student every
roet ottice, wooster, Uhio.
Arthur S. Flemming's administra the Young Democratic Club, I and Clubs, College Division for the past time he wishes to make call, but
a
former
elected
We
two
years.
tion of the University of Oregon. the Executive Committee of the
ANNE GRIGSBY,
also
it
inconveniences
the
college
Wooster students President and
The letter continues, "due to the Club feel that a clarification is
ALEXANDRA KEITH, Managing Editor
of this organization operators, who must be bothered
O B S E N I T Y , SACRILIGIOUS
needed. The statement in question and we run the State Speaker's to check listings of present numRON WIRICK,
CONTENT, PORNOGRAPHY reads, Young Democrat Chair- Bureau now. We sent three mem- bers. (Not all are listed, either.)
DOUG EDER, Business Manager
Editor
ELDEN MILNES, Ad Manager
AND MARXISM CONTAINED IN
man Joe Berlant admired our club bers to the Democratic Convention I see no need to add further to
JUDY BLACK,
ANN ABRAMS,
published
at
MATERIAL
THIS
Editor
so much that last year he became in Atlantic City. We are an equal their present troubles.
Editor
BARBARA BOYCE, News Editor
taxpayer expense by the univer- a YR to find out why we're the
ALICE BIEBEL,
Perhaps an optimistic fact can
Wayne County
MAMIE BRYAN, First Page Editor
sity of Oregon, "Dr. Flemming's Number One political club on partner in the
Editor
be
found in this tardiness. As all
We
conhave
Democratic
Party.
McHENRY,
JIM
Second Page Editor
SUE VAIL,
DISMISSAL IS DEMANDED." campus!"
STEVE AVAKIAN, Sports Editor
information
will have been turned
sistently and regularly sponsored
Assistant First Page Editor
The rationality "of these arguments
BONNIE CONRAD,
ROSEMARY. BAUER,
political activities in long ago, there. will be.no need
First I did join the Young Re many various
is simply overwhelming; how'Assistant News Editor
Exchange Editor
including
last year's to publish a supplement, .either on
ever,, since no mention is made publicans last year and have done on campus
Editorial Board: Al Arfkan, Barbara Bate, all editors, and columnists.
time or late.
of what "this material" really is, so this year. My purpose in so do Mock Convention. For the last
Photographers: Alex Rachita, Ron Neill.
If you need help, let us know!
the request to "awaken our fellow ing was to improve the opportunity three years the Young Democrats
Cartoonist: Stan Good.
Sincerely,
citizens" leaves one somewhat for political work and discussion have been the only campus politi
Reporters: Koaemanr Bauer, Carolyn Dobay, Barbara Homce, Mary Beth
cal
to
the
A
group
preSearching Scot
in
campaign
frustrated. Nevertheless, the com on campus. Since this campus is
Little, lu atattend, Sue btranahan, Cathie Straughn. Sue Vail.
Wooster.
of
cincts
Editors Note: The editor of the
Sports Writers: Wade Brynelson, Dennis Goettel, Mike Hutchison, Don Ken pelling complementary close over largely Republican, I felt it de
In comparing the activities of College Directory is Joseph T.
rides these unimportant discrep plorable that there had been no
neay, dui A.err, Margaret Jump, Jerry Meyer,
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Three

7-- 0;

Weosleir AStoiapIs ComebscEi As Ahron Tomorrow

Stoil

by Dennis Goettel
The. Wooster Scots and Akron Zips, both licking wounds
from identical 7-- 0 setbacks at the hands of the only two unbeaten teams in the OAC, will square off at each other tomorrow night in the Akron Rubber Bowl. The Fighting Scots
fell prey to a big, strong Denison
.

After a prolonged absence from the typewriter the Block returns
with a few choice tidbits for all you grandstand managers and armchair quarterbacks. Today's digs and jibes are taken from a new publication entitled The Sportsmen Dictionary or Guide to Better Athletic Jareon. Names and places alluded to may be fact or fiction and
any resemblance to the living or dead is purely coincidental. Any
broadcast, account or reuse of this column without the express written
consent of The College of Wooster Library is strictly prohibited.

(

eleven, while

r Wife

A is for ANIMAL who sports a red and grey coat and usually
resides at the House of the Rising Sun. A can also stand for other
such fearless objects as Akron and Avakian.
B is for Bruce, a relatively new militaristic addition to the Wooster
athletic world. He is characterized by a seemingly stern countenance

u""v

GrrD

3

Witten-

high-flyin- g

berg, winner of 28 straight conference games, cast the same spell
'
on the Zips last week. This forces
a "must" game for both squads
if either is to remain a contender
in the tight OAC race.

-

"

charged with a costly clipping penalty and, after two incomplete
passes, Blaich's field goal attempt
ell short.
In the third quarter Denison
was able to get its first sustained
march underway. Junior tailback
Denny Price and senior fullback
Stan White provided some excel- ent running all afternoon for the
Big Red, and this time they headlined a drive which finally stalled
on the Scot 19. Morrow's attempted
field goal from that distance was

Akron must be regarded as the
favorite on the basis of a tougher
and austere glare.
x
mow
schedule thus far and a big vetC is for CHOKE. See letter P. Gee, I'm glad I'm not a Phillies
FRESHMAN END John Bailey goes for short yardage before
eran line which boasts returning
fan.
being brought down by the Denison defensive unit. The
lettermen at every position. These
Scots journey to Akron's Rubber Bowl tomorrow night for an
lettermen were a part of the Zip
D is for Delt. When you go by the zoo say "Nice Delt." See the
,
with
gui8
Zips.
the
p.m.
encounter
squad which spoiled Wooster's wide.
won't
their
play
they
animals
or
Delt get angry. Don't tease the
Homecoming a year ago, 35-1tars for. you. E is for Easy. Many things are easy, Lib Studies
Fumbles .Foil Drives
However, the Scots are not likely
basketball schedule.
Poly Sci . . . but none so easy as the 1964-6.
Tri-Ka- ps
to play dead; instead they will be
sopho
With the score still 0-Isn't that right, coach?
fighting hard for their first vic- more Rod Dingle, who currently
F is for Football, a game played with heavy equipment. F also
tory over an Akron team since leads the OAC in rushing, gave
stands for fine game, such as Wooster's performance against Denison.
1959. Akron is 2-- on the season the Homecoming throng something
G is for Golf Course. Many games go on at the golf course. Do you
with victories over winless Ohio to cheer about as he reeled off
with flashlight and blanket?
play on the golf course
Wesleyan, 12-1and
beautiful 47 yard run to the
by Mike Hutchison
17-0- .
Missouri,
SW
Mus
foe
ence
31-Denison
33. However, three plays
H is for Homecoming, a happy time to lose football games
the kingum defeated the Zips in their later the Scots fumbled and an
Kenarden
the
battle
for
the
safety
the
end
and
As
for
zone
a
7-35-19-I is for Infield. Some infields can be sacred, some
s
were off and running, season opener, 11-League football trophy has de
other opportunity fell by the wayare just' holy.
veloped into a strictly two team as they quickly followed up with
side. After Denison was forced to
Tables
Turned
of
them
Seventh,
Both
and
between
Sixth
ouchdown
quarter
passes
adjective.
from
race
be
an
noun
or
a
Jock,
This
can
is
for
J
punt the Scots ran one play, then
have strange odors. K is for Kauke. So what. How did this get in next Wednesday's game between back Jim Alexander to Dave CarFor the first time this season fumbled again, setting the stage
here? L is for Lacrosse, a game only Indians and hardy souls dare the two sections assumes more and penter, Jim Long and Tom Biffar. Wooster dominated the statistics, for Moats' touchdown run.
ii
.i
play. L is also for Line. It also can be sacred or holy. M is for Mickey more importance and now looms In the second half, Long took a iout ironically
they came up on
After a Big Red punt rolled
and
exam.
roughest
his
Rabbi
20
taking
own
He
most
is
and
crucial
an
on
the
punt
as
Mouse. Stay away from him. Mickey is busy.
the short end of the score for the dead on the Scot 14 with just over
game of the season for both teams. went all the way for his second first time in the heartbreaking
I wonder for what course. Any guesses?
three minutes remaining Wooster
neighbors are both touchdown. Next, Third made its Homecoming loss last Saturday.
The next-doo- r
put on an heroic last ditch effort.
N is for no gain, a term, generic in nature, applied to football unbeaten, and for both, Wednes- longest drive of the day, but was
18 first downs to After two fine runs by Dingle
Wooster
had
following a series of missed blocks.
line by Denison s 14; they gained 286
day's game will be the season stopped on the one-fowhich moved the ball to the Scot
four
defense.
Carpenter
once
every
finale.
determined
run
athletic
events
yards on the ground to the Big 42, a number of short gains and
0 is for Olympics, a series of
Seventh remained undefeated then took a short pass on the five Red's 257; and the Scots threw an d
years. Also a place to resolve ideological differences.
pass from Rich Poling
down the for 46 yards compared to the visl
yard
scampered
line
and
unscored-upo- n
week
by
this
and
End
a
plays
are
to Terry Heaphy gave Wooster a
P is for Play. In sports there are many plays.
sideline for 70 yards, and his tors lb, but when the hnal gun
pood idea in bridee. Also something to be thought of late in the foot rolling over Third, 38-0- , and by
first down on the Denison 34 with
second TD. In the closing seconds, sounded the one really important
24-0- .
Rabbis
The
Second,
downing
for
is
Bush.
Q
Minor,
1 :30 left. Two perfect passes from
Little,
league?
ball game. Phillies . . . what
Long scored his third of the after statistic showed that Denison had
and
lost
only
were
had
one
game
Poling to freshman end John Baiquick, as in Dingle.
to keep in the running noon on a short pass to make the
scrapping
ley gave the Scots a first and goal
R is for run. Runs are nice in baseball, cribbage and stockings. for the crown. However, the Kap- final score 38-0- .
line
on the opposition's nine-yar- d
By winning on a forfeit from
In football let Jimmy Brown run.
defensive line,
OAC RUSHING LEADERS
pas'
Howseconds
remaining.
with
52
26-S is for Shipe. Hi coach. T is for Turfing, the most universally led by Barry French and Nick Fourth and downing Fifth
Net yds. Carries
ever the Scots had no time outs
of
in
of
the
roughest
one
games
ofmachine-like
and
Vaala,
their
w
an
iui ugiy, aiou
left and therefore had to waste a
aujcwut.
acciaimea iau ana spring spun, u
53
Dingle (Wooster) 397
Tech 0. U can also fense were just too much for the the season, Sixth also remained Dickson (Mus.)
ball games get ugly. Like Wooster
pass to get the time stopped. But
55
330
undefeated. The Delts were trying
stand for Umpire, a blind impartial arbiter. V is for Vehement. Ath- - Oats to handle.
the clock struck 12 on the Cin67
324
Prince (B-within
to
of
distance
shooting
stay
.
.
.
caught
Early
Vaala
the
liKe
game,
in
say
unpleasant tnings
letic supporters get vehement then they
derella Scots, and three straight
55
312
but Sixth's Moore (Otter.)
Griffis in the championship,
Roger
quarterback
Third
incomplete passes gave the ball
308
75
Foutz (Mus.)
W is for Women and World Series. We like the World Series
tough defense was not to be deand the game to the Big Red.
52
White (Denison) 293
revenue. We like bread and butter. X is for extra point. That follows
nied. Led by Don Van Hoose, Dave
70
touchdowns . . . sometimes. Y is for "Ver out," the cry the Umpire
Miner and Tom Cooper, the Sigs Blaich (Wooster) 264
Dingle, Blaich Shine
Win,
off.
glasses
makes when he has his
held Fifth scoreless as their offense
rushing,
9th
Wooster 3rd in
Dingle and Blaich again had
by Wade Brynelson
Z is for Zoo. See D.
piled up a 26-- lead.
in total offense, 2nd in pass
outstanding days for the Black
In other games: First downed
Gracing four miles of Delaware,
defense.
and Gold. Rod gained 126 yards
24-1fields
golf
rocky
frosh,
Ohio's,
courses,
the
Coast
at
Guard
Tennessee;
in 19 carries while Walt picked
ALABAMA
at
CONSENSUS:
THE
and
cow pastures with the Black Eighth defeated Fourth, 24-6- ;
Iowa
COLORADO
at
x
AMHERST; Auburn vs. GEORGIA TECH;
rt.
mi
l
gained its third consecutive victory up 100 yards in 24 carries. Stan
unnpen
plaid,
Gold
Woostefs
jon
and
otoops
wim
inird,
scoring
VILLA-NOVWhite was the workhorse for the
State; Southern California at OHIO STATE; Delaware at
ed
team indicated two TD's, shut out Douglass, 24- - over the Scots.
Okla-hom- a
HARVARD;
visitors as he gained 133 yards in
Cornell
Georgia;
at
FLORIDA STATE at
sneak 0; and Second slipped past Dougby
maturing
possibilities
of
Moats,
wingback
on
Jim
Junior
DAME;
20 attempts.
at KANSAS; PITT at Miama (Fla.) ; UCLA at NOTRE
in a game which saw his only carry of the day, took a
ing past Oberlin yet losing to Ohio lass 8-Dallas;
CLEVELAND
at
the
and
in
pros
MICHIGAN;
Bailey and George Bare both
Purdue at
Wesleyan. Tomorrow's Great Lakes Second, down 6-- at the half, come handoff on a reverse from the
leg injuries and are on
suffered
Philadelphia at NEW YORK; San Francisco at LOS ANGELES.
Meet m Kalamazoo, Mich., may back with a solid defense and win Denison single wing formation and
11-- 3
(.786)
10-overall
1
(.500)
;
Pros
(.834),
College
doubtful
list for full action to
week:
the
Last
signify whether or not the diligent on a pass from Jim Evans to John went around end for 43 yards with
39-1- 8
5-- 5
(.685)
overaU
34-1Pros
(.500);
ll
(.723),
morrow. Lee Corbett, Bruce
Season: College
efforts of Coach Hodge's team will Pierson.
51 remaining in the game to
outstanddid
Bare
and
all
produce more fruitful placings.
Late League Standings
spoil an otherwise flawless defen- ing jobs on defense. The Scots
Last Saturday, freshman Stevens
The Kenarden standings as of sive afternoon. This plus the extra
hope to bounce back tomorrow
led Ohio Wesleyan's accumulative Ihursday morning:
point by Art Morrow provided the against the always tough Zips.
score of 20 with a 20:50 clocking
Sixth
mar- Game
7
0
Big Red with its seven-poiby Bill Kerr
time is 8 p.m.
as compared to Wooster s 53 and
Seventh
6
0
gin and a victory in its conference
Woos
the
STANDINGS
leads
CONFERENCE
Rebello
Lance
Soccer
Wooster
The College of
Oberlin s 54 points. Wooster fresh
Third
2
4
on
run
came
tne
opener.
Moats
date
Won
Lost
to
scoring
Team plays Kenyon on Wagner ter soccer team in
man Charles Orr is a prospective
Second
re2
3
second
his
following
own
play
0
4
Wittenberg
Field tomorrow at 2 p.m. The with six goals and three assists. to take the baton from his brother,
3
First
3
covery of a Scot fumble.
and
two
goals
Denison
has
two
Hicks
Fred
since
Scots have not seen action
member of Villanova's national
Fifth
3
3
1
Both teams threatened on several
Harry Ros-se- r champion two mile relay team, as
Muskingum
3
their loss to Denison Oct. 6 and assists and
5
Eighth
P.
2
.1
.10
1
2
Otterbein
has three assists. J. C. Dla- he paced Wooster with a sixth
occasions during tne aitemoon,
have lost their last two games in
Douglass
5
2
Baldwin-Wallac- e
1
exception
neither
with
but
2
twice.
one
scored
previous seasons against Kenyon mini has
place time of 22:21. Running as a
1
5
Wes-leya- n
1
2
Capital
team could come up with the
by single goal margins. Ohio
The freshmen on the team have team, the Scots top four harriers,
Fourth
6
0
1
1
10-Midway
clutch.
the
WOOSTER
play
in
big
1
disposed of Kenyon
done an impressive iob. Dave including Orr, Dale Hamalainen,
also tied one game
1
1
n
Marietta
Boy-kithrough the second quarter the
early last week, with Rigden
Dave Wilson and Ron Hine,
Wednesday, Oct. 14
1
1
Scots drove from their own 29 in
Hiram
preventing a shutout on a
crossed the line within one-hal- f
Sixth 30, Eighth 6
1
SCHEDULE
second
2
and
on
SOCCER
Akron
10
plays
one
to
a
goal in the third period.
minute of each other.
Douglass 12, Fifth 8
1
2
Heidelberg
Denison's 13 yard line with the
AND RESULTS
The thinclads are presently key
1
0
Kenyon
benefit of some fine running by
ing for the Oberlin, Denison tri
3 OVYU 7
and
2
0
Blaich
Oberlin
Walt
senior
For Truly Extraordinary
angular meet Oct. 31, which may
2 Oberlin 3
2
0
Ohio Wesleyan
freshman speedster Mike Gordon.
Food 24 Hrt. Every Day,
terminate the season. This means
7 Michigan 5
Try Ui. Tak That
3
0
Mount Union
At that point the Scots were
that the Scots would not partici
3 Denison41 6
CI00STER
"Midnight Run" to
III!
pate in the previously scheduled
NADELIN'S
Oct. 17 KENYON
.ihi.mm
,v
RESTAURANT
263-280OAC
WILMINGTON
and
Championship
22
Phone
Oct.
6
meets.
Oct. 24 HIRAM
Oct. 27 at Bowling Green
Oct. 30 at Mt. Union
SATURDAY
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All-Ohi- o

indicates OCSA game

"FANTASIA"
with

Hicks is second in scoring with
four goals and is a very aggressive
Stokowski
part of the forward line. Jim Hac- and the
kett is a standout as a 'halfback
Philadelphia Orchestra
and scored the sixth goal in Woos
ter's lone win of the season, a 5
overtime contest against Michigan.
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY Bob Lavering has an assist after
setting up one of Lance Rebello's
Ava Gardner
goals in the Denison game.
Richard Burton
Against the four teams consid
ered to be the toughest in this
In
Year's schedule, Wooster has al
"NIGHT OF
ready surpassed last year's scoring
THE IGUANA"
total.
7--

V

AFRICA AND WORLD ORDER
by Padelford & Emerson

A HANDBOOK OF AFRICAN AFFAIRS
by Helen Kitchen
AFRICA

THE POLITICS OF INDEPENDENCE

by Immanuel Wallerstein

Complimentary

to

EMPHASIS

AFRICA

at

THE COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE

Parker Waite (60) trips up Wooster quarterback Rich Poling as Waite's teammates move in for the kill.
BIG RED GUARD
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Truly Extraordinary
24 Hrs. Every Day,
Try Ui. Taka That

For

Food

Isots Vent Varied Views
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(Continued from Pago 2)

To the Editor:
With each "thou shalt not" lecture, we shake our heads and ask
ourselves, "What will the administration think of next?" I think I
can answer that question. I have
secret information concerning future actions the administration has
and I feel that it is my
Slanned,
uty to pass this information on
to my fellow students:
For the next step in its never
ceasing battle against students'
use of sex, the administration has
decided to handle the problem in
the same way that it handles its
fight against students' use of cars.
It has decided to issue permits to
those few students who feel they
have justifiable reasons for using
sex while in residence at the College. By charging exhorbitant fees
for permits and greatly restricting
the allowable excuses for the sex
permits, the administration hopes
that it can more effectively control
the situation. The valid reasons for
sex permits will be just like those
for car permits:

here). Wooster students might

vD

main optimistic if the administra
tion didn t seem so determined to
turn the College into an oversized
boarding school.
Lou Black
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To the Editor:
I simply want to express my
thanks for the coverage which you
have given to the Centennial Campaign in recent issues. You have
done much to help get across the
spirit and deeper goals of this
whole program.
The results of the past year are
of course encouraging. Such prog
ress, however, is the result of much
more than a year's work. Actually,
many persons working over many
years in ways they often never
made such progress
suspected
possible. We have simply been able
to give in the past year tangible
measurement to a very human and
unending effort.
G. T. Smith, Director
Centennial Campaign
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Learning about a European

which bowed to Ohio State last Saturday 3-- 1
posed for our
r)
photographer: Kneeling
are Jan Meyers, Ruth England Mock, Debbie Knorr, Jane Hardy,
Debby Powers, Mary Graham, Amy Wilson. Standing
Kathy Podboy, Charlotte Noll,
Lorrie
Horn,
Harley,
Nancy
Kerr,
Kay
Finn, Kitty Mclsaacs, Ellen Stalnaker, Barb
Beth
Brondyke, Linda Ronald, Nancy Riddle, Miss Hunt (hidden), Posey Cadigan.

buffet

THE GIRLS' HOCKEY TEAM

25,000

(l--

(l-- r):

JOBS
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
25,000

Our intention is not to rewrite
Mr. Tiews' review, although it
ought to be. We would like to
point out that a vast majority of
those who saw the play enjoyed it
and thought the acting was quite
well done. We do not agree that
the acting was "stiff, unimaginative and melodramatic." This is
CRITIC MISSED POINT
unfair to the actors who spent
To the Editor:
many long hours making Three
Mr. Robert Tiews' critical dis Men on a Horse into a successful
cussion of Three Men on a Horse production.
is very unobjective. To say the
In closing, a word of commendaleast, it does not do justice to
is due to Mr. Logan, the
either the play or the actors. We tion
department and the actors
Speech
admit that this was no Broadway
for what we consider an APPROproduction, but we deplore the inPRIATE Homecoming production.
accurate and inadept criticism ofWe think Mr. Tiews could have
fered by Mr. Tiews. Taken up with
done a better job in criticizing and
his own ability to compose a sen
he would direct his future
hope
tence rather than concentrating his
end.
efforts on writing a good review, efforts towards this
William A. Longbrake
Mr. Tiews' article takes on all the
Chuck Gabriel
characteristics of an excellent Lib.
Studies paper.

EUROPEAN

jobs in Europe are

available to students desiring; to
spend a summer abroad but could
not otherwise afford it Monthly
wages range to $300 and jobs incuts plus imposition, of double clude resort, office, child care, facfines for
that semes- tory, farm and shipboard work.
$250 travel grants will be given
ter.
to the first 5000 applicants. Job
B. Second offense, 16 penalty and travel grant applications and
of double full details are available in a
cuts and
illustrated booklet which
fines.
students may obtain by sending
C. Third offense, suspension $2 (for the booklet and airmail
from college for a minimum of postage) to Dept O, America
Student Information Service, &
two weeks.
Aye. de la Liberte, Luxembourg
D. Penalty to conspire to subuty, urana uueny of Lux
vert the chapel attendance sys- oourg.
tem, suspension for one semestheir status with respect to chapel
ter.
inE. Chapel chiseling cases
cuts, an open house will be held
volving suspension will be tried in late November to allow students
by the SGA High Court.
to check the official chapel attendIn order to let students know ance lists.

Cropp Posts Rules For Chapelgoers
Regulations concerning Chapel
attendance will be the same as in
the 1963-6academic year, according to F. W. Cropp, associate dean
and chairman of the chapel committee.
The major rules with which
every student should be familiar
4

Valid Reasons
1. Married students
The administration still can't prohibit the
use of cars or sex by married stuare:
dents, but must content itself with
1. Each student is allowed 18
making it difficult for students to
chapel cuts per semester.
marry.
2. Fines are $5.00 for the 19th
2. Juniors and seniors doing Inchapel cut and 50 cents for each
dependent Study who need sex for
succeeding cut.
their project
Supposedly, this
3. While it is the hope of the
would be limited to biology, chemCommittee that the following probistry, sociology, and maybe psylem will not arise, the rules for
chology majors, since certain as"chiseling" on chapel attendance
pects of sex are unavoidably inare:
cluded in these areas.
A. First offense, eight penalty
3. Working students who need
sex as a part of their employment
No comment here.
For Truly Extraordinary
Food 24 Hrs. Every Day,
4. Students who live over one
Try Us. Take That
Farce As a Form
NEED FOR TACT
mile from the campus This loop
"Midnight Run" to
hole will be plugged by the new
NADELIN'S
From the beginning, the reader To the Editor:
RESTAURANT
dorms; when they are completed, is conscious of the fact that Mr.
Come down from your intellecall students will be on campus and Tiews has gone out of his way to tual pedestal, Mr. Play Critic, and
more easily dominated by the
express his obvious dislike of the let down your hair.
plot. He tells us that it "plods its
Your verbal wounds inflicted
It is felt that taking this permit inevitable course beneath a burden
upon Three Men on a Horse were
system, which has proved so profit of dead weight that would dis- unappreciated. Sophisticated, witty
and
able and effective with cars, and qualify it from even the draft
remarks, however strained they
by applying it to sex, the admin horse sweepstakes." On the con- - may be, have their own time and
all other Jewelry
istration can better enforce its pro rary, the play paces itself so that place.
hibition of Old Sinful Sex. Un- he audience finds itself caught up
REPAIRS
Although it is commendable to
i
i
i
fortunately, the students' urge to m the
inevitable humor oi a be honest, there is such a thing
engage in fun and frolics is much comic farce. Frankly, we feel that
1958
larger than the desire to possess or Mr. Tiews has missed the entire as tact defined in Webster's
Collegiate Dictionary as "sensitive
use automobiles.
point of this play. A farce is a
In further planned action, the humorous dramatic composition in mental perception; nice discern
ment of what is appropnate to do
traffic committee, not satisfied with which
great leeway is allowed as or say in dealing with others;
more than doubling the charge for
the probability of events and
car permits and forcing the five the naturalness of characters. Such peculiar ability to deal with others
ANY SCOT
or six motorbike owners to also a play is not designed to coincide without giving offense." Perhaps
pay for permits, has come up with with reality; it is intended to make it would have been wiser to have
MAY CHARGE IT!
long before your fifth
an even better idea: charge the you laugh. Thus, when Mr. Tiews "hesitated"
bike owners! Yes, leaving no pos- describes the characters as "stand- paragraph, unless, of course, you
consider yourself a valid critic
sible money tree untapped, they're ard material taken from a
with theatrical expenence.
going to squeeze money out of all
g
kit," he
Why can't the Little Theatre
bike owners by forcing them to
is only displaying his own ignorbuy permits. Then, for an encore, ance. Apparently he fails to see the vary its presentations? Why must
its selections be all modern, into further stuff the coffers, why humor
of
in the
not make the students who use the characters. This method of wnting tellectual, emotional traumas?
sidewalks buy permits too? Or is an accepted literary form as can Must all actors be professional?
maybe put up toll gates by the be seen in the tradition of Mohere, After all, the intention of Three
doors to the library? The admin Wilde and even Shakespeare in his Men on a Horse as a Homecoming
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
play was not to shatter the world,
istrations eagerness to harass is characterization of Falstaff.
145 E. Liberty St.
but merely to provide some pleaamazing, and as they seek our new
We are upset by Mr. Tiews' un sure for us and for those who
preJust East of the Square
ways to increase revenue without
air analysis of the actors based sented it.
explanation,
or
these on his
warning
Wooster, Ohio
opinion of the play. We
It was an honest, enjoyable perideas will surely come into use.
hink the actors did an excellent formance. Apparently, you were
Galpin Gang
job of bringing out the humour. unable to appreciate its uncom-plex- ,
As the year progresses, I'm con This humour was not a "gaunt and
h
nature.
stantly struck by the contrast be shaggy carcass" as Mr. Tiews
Sarah Bliss
tween the atmosphere here on the would like us to believe. We be
campus of the College of Wooster ieve that it is important to be able
For Truly Extraordinary
and that on the campus of the uni to laugh especially at the follies
Food 24 Hrs. Every Day,
versity in South America where I of human life. If he feels the
Try Us. Take That
spent the past year. There, the stu humour is crude and beneath him
"Midnight Run" to
dents voice their opinions and are we teel sorry tor him tor he is
NADELIN'S
RESTAURANT
effective in the direction of school closing his mind to the realities of
policy and administration. Here. life.
we suffer in silence as our lives
are controlled and directed by the
Galpin Gang. I'm certainly not
suggesting that we go on strike or
plan south American stvle riots.
but a chance to "be treated as mature individuals would certainly be
If you can't go home, how
It's been a pleasure serving you through the years. You
appreciated.
about a Bermuda cruise
The editor of the Voice has dis
receive substantial savings on quality brands for men when
cussed the optimism which she no
for under $200.00?
selling event. We look
you shop during this once-a-yeticed on the campus at the begin
forward to greeting you during our 45th Anniversary with
nmg of the year. It is certainly
hard tor us to maintain this on
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True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of
design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond ... a perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
tit-VKeepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers." Prices from $100
to $2500. Rings enlarged to
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